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Anthem characters names

Street sweeper, protagonist of the novel. Equality 7-2521, which is later renamed Prometheus, believes in individualism and rejects the collectivist society around it. He is vanity and self-centered, strong, beautiful and intelligent. He is deeply curious and wants freedom of research and thought, and he is
not afraid of the mindless drone society around him. Equality 7-2521 represents the superiority of a unique intellect of mass homogeneity, which cannot think for itself and cannot be identified from one another. Read the detailed analysis of equality 7-2521. A beautiful peasant girl with whom Equality 7-
2521 falls madly in love. Golden demonstrates its subordination of Equality 7-2521 by allowing it to change its name from Liberty 5-3000 to Golden One, and later, Gaea. Golden is proud and vanity, strong and bitter. She likes Equality 7-2521 because he's different from most of the men around her. He is
tackled with a desire to find the word I to express her love for him. Golden is relatively underdeveloped as a character, functioning mainly as an object of favor for Equality 7-2521. Read Golden's in-depth analysis. Martyr for my word. Transgressor The unspeakable word does not suffer any pain because it
is burned alive because it knows the meaning of individualism. His death foreshadows the suffering and persecution of equality 7-2521, and he represents a way to die properly, in Rand's view, because of egotism. Equality 7-2521 is the only friend. International 4-8818 looks at equality 7-2521 as prophets.
When he and Equality 7-2521 discover the tunnel in which Equality 7-2521 hides to write his diary and make a discovery, he is torn between loyalty to a friend and a desire not to break the law. International 4-8818 represents a citizen who is secretly seeking his own meaning but is unable to achieve it
because he cannot take the step of breaking up with his or her company. Leader of the World Council of Scientists. Collective 0-0009 is shapeless and cowardly, like all members of the World Council. He fears and hates Equality 7-2521 for breaking the rules because he believes only those decisions
made by the council can be valuable. Collective 0-0009 represents the force of reflection behind the evil collectivism of the city. HomeStudy GuidesAnthemCharacter Newspaper Anthem The man who has always been too curious and too intelligent for his peers and his society, finds a secret tunnel in
which he conducts scientific experiments and rediscovers electricity. He tries to show the World Council of Scientists his electric invention, but is forced to flee the city and is joined by liberty 5-3000, which he loves and calls unsuseed. In the process, he understands the dangers of collectivism and, after
learning the word I, is renamed Three males and two females with white hair and cracked faces assigning the Equality 7-2521 job to Street Sweeper after he leaves the House of Scientists. A pale, stupid and sick boy suffering from seizures. When Equality is 7-2521 younger, it tries unsuccessfully to
mimic the dullness of Union 5-3992, and when the two are older they work in the Street Sweepers Brigade with International 4-8818. Union 5-3992 is too slow to understand Equality 7-2521's contact with Freedom 5-3000. A friend of Equality 7-2521, he is a fellow Street Sweeper and has laughter in his
eyes. He's too afraid to break the law and join his friend in exploring the secret tunnel, but he's loyal and doesn't issue Equality 7-2521 and tells authorities about his friend's use of the tunnel or contact with Liberty 5-3000. Equality 7-2521 calls Golden, she is one of the Peasants who to the land outside
the city, but unlike other women she is tall, beautiful and proud. She and Equality 7-2521 confess their love for each other, and when he escapes into the Uncharted Forest, she follows him. After they found a home, he renamed it Gaea. A street sweeper, he's a quiet boy with wise, kind eyes who often
cries for a reason he can't understand. A street sweeper who's fearless and bright during the day, but screams Help us! in a dream. His screams take away those around him, but doctors can't cure him. Also called a saint of the pyre by Equality 7-2521, he speaks the unspeakable word I and is burned at
the stake. He goes to his death proudly and calmly, and as he dies, he looks at equality 7-2521 as if asking Equality 7-2521 to find the unspeakable Word and be his successor. People from ustructate times who fully understood a society that celebrated the power of the individual but who at the dawn of
the Great Birth were destroyed by the founders of the present collectivist society. The men in charge of Equality 7-2521's living situation tell him he is happy because he works for other men and is later sent to the Palace of Corrective Detention. People who torment and question Equality 7-2521 about his
whereabouts at the Palace of Corrective Detention. The oldest and wisest member of the World Council of Scholars, who rejects the equality of the 7-2521 present glass box and who leads the others in his rebuke of equality 7-2521 for his audacity. He's announcing that the glass box must be destroyed.



The annual meeting of the world's most important scientists, the World Council is really nothing more than a frightened, insicruous group of people. Next section Glossary Previous section of Anthem Summary Buy Study Guide Wang, Bella. Chazelle, Damien ed. Anthem Characters. GradeSaver, 31 July
2009 Web. Please provide this Page Community Content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. This website cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you agree with this, but you can quit if you want. Cookie settingsACCEPTPrivacy &amp; Cookies Policy Powerful, intelligent and
creative protagonist of Anthem. Despite his exceptional talents and interest in science, the collectivist Equality 7-2521 society forces him to work as a Street Sweeper and encourages him to feel ashamed... In 2013, the Commission read an analysis of equality 7-2521 A former farm worker whose
infatuation with equality 7-2521 encouraged him to pursue exile. The golden name that allows him to call her instead of her name, Liberty 5-3000... read the analysis of The Golden When Equality 7-2521 was ten years old, watched transgressor burn himself at the stake for uttering an unspeakable word:
the anti-collectivist word I. Equality 7-2521 remembers this man's sacred courage and composure, and... Read the offender's analysis of the unspeakable words The closest thing Equality 7-2521 has to a friend in the City, International 4-8818 is a witty, ambitious artist who was forced to abandon his
passion when assigned to work as a Street... analysis of community international content 4-8818 is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Pointed out.
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